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Hi ,
Thank you for the opportunity to have our say regarding existing and future development in Exmouth Gulf.

fished in the gulf for 47 years. In this time l have aquired an extensive knowledge of the
gulf, particularly from Bundeigi Reef near the tip of the cape to Gales Bay at the bottom of the gulf.

. Our
fishing pattern is regulated by nature, as in tidal movements, weather conditions and fish migration. These
conditions limit the ammount of days fished, therefore reducing the effort input, thus ensuring the resource
cannot be overfished.

There are several development proposals that l am aware of in the gulf which l see as a potential threat to the
gulf .

Subsea Seven Pipe Laying Bundle Proposal.

I was told this facility would only be used for short periods a couple of times a year, if this is correct
employment opportunities would be limited to operating times, therefore no full time jobs for locals. Part time
work would not pay enough to cover the cost of living in Exmouth.

There are pipe laying ships in existence that can join and lay pipes directly to the oil/gas sites. Wouldn’t this be
a better option than constructing a groin and rail system that covers 10km of land and juts out into the gulf
adjacent to The Bay Of Rest which is a fragile mangrove habitat and nursery to countless marine life?
Also if the existing pipe laying ships were to be utilised it would eliminate the dangers involved in the towing of
the manufactured pipes thru 25nm of the gulf.
There is also the scenario of job losses from the existing ships if they are not utilised in favor of limited jobs at
the proposed site!

Once a site like this is established the damage to the environment is irreversible.
Is it worth the risk of the long term devistating effect upon this area?

Gascoyne Gateway Jetty/port.

I have read the proposal put forward by Gascoyne Gateway managing director  and
can’t help feeling very sceptical towards a lot of his reasons for creating this jetty/port.
He states he has spoken to a number of locals regarding his proposal yet most people seem to know nothing or
very little about it.
I was only made aware of it the same day l met with you at the Ningaloo Centre.

There is a large emphasis on cruise ships utilising the jetty.
Cruise ships are not likely to be operating for some time yet as a result of Covid 19 and even if/when they do it
will be a long time before peoples confidence levels reach a point where they feel safe to embark on a cruise.

Although this jetty is in the gulf it will still be in open water. Weather conditions are still going to be a major
factor as to whether a cruise ship can dock and disembark passengers.

Most private yachts that visit can utilise the existing marina wharf.

There is mention of agriculture exports thru the port.
The nearest agriculture is 350km south of Exmouth. How do they propose to get the product here when they
state the port will reduce trucking?
I can only envision an increase in the ammount of trucks using the road if produce is freighted here to then be



shipped out.
Carnarvon has a large transport network in place. If shipping was essential they would upgrade the existing
“One Mile Jetty” to make it viable.
You can’t reduce carbon emissions by taking a few trucks off the road and then create shipping to take its place!

The letter goes on to say fuel can be periodically bought in by tankers to replace the Pt Murat facility.
Why would this need to happen? All the fuel coming into Pt Murat is used by the naval base, pumped off the
ship into huge above ground fuel tanks.
If it were to be bought into the proposed jetty it would still need to be transported to the tanks on base. More use
of trucks having to drive thru the town to deliver it.
Wouldn’t it be a better option to use the existing infrastructure.
Also the townspeople will not see cheaper fuel prices.  As l mentioned, all this fuel is for the operation of the
power generators on the naval base.

Again l state. Is it worth the risk to the gulf for what seems to be an unnecessary structure proposed by people
with very vague outlines.

Nature Based Camping on Exmouth Gulf Station.

This application has been cancelled by The Shire of Exmouth, but we are concerned ther will be another
application put forward in the future.
The application was for 27 campsites. Each “campsite” consisted of 10 camps on each one. EG: 270 campsites.
When considering there could be two or four or six people at each camp the numbers soon add up.

If 270 campsites are scattered over this area the damage to the environment and our livelyhood will be
devastating.

There are other areas on Exmouth Gulf Station where people were able to access the coast but recently the
station has denied access by erecting fences with locked gates.
This was done to force people to use the station access road and charge them a fee.
This is putting more vehicles into our fishing areas who would rather have access to places they prefer. EG:
Heron Pt. Bay Of Rest.

This virtually untouched stretch of coastline should not be made available to 

All these man made structures and sites will hamper fish migration patterns in the gulf.
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